Highfield Level 2 End-point Assessment for
Hospitality Team Member (all pathways)
Portfolio of Evidence Matrix Sheet
This document must be used to map the apprentice’s portfolio of evidence to the Hospitality Team
Member assessment criteria and should accompany the portfolio when submitted to Highfield
Assessment.
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Evidence name

Evidence type

Guidance: You must identify exactly where in the evidence the criteria are covered.
Please include page and paragraph number on written evidence and timestamp or
duration of audio and video in the end column.
It is permitted to have more than one piece of evidence to support a criterion which,
again, must be clearly mapped and location provided.
Ref

Assessment criteria
Customer

CU8

Demonstrate effective, two-way communication

CU9

Establish needs through questioning, confirm understanding of needs

CU10

Act on information
Deliver excellent service to the customer, meeting their needs or
explaining why their needs cannot be met

CU11
CU12

Genuine rapport with colleagues and customers

CU13

Accurately determine the needs of others speedily

CU14

Go beyond customers’ expectations giving at least one example: how,
what, where, when e.g. turned a complaint into an opportunity to retain
customer

CU15

Use initiative to improve customer service

Business
BU9

Actively deliver according to the business/brand standards

BU10

Demonstrate the ability to meet deadlines

BU11

Demonstrate ability to take responsibility for self and work requirements

BU12

Work within legislative guidelines

BU13

Maintain organisational standards

BU14

Work within required standards and procedures

BU15

Consistent representation of the business/brand standards
Work efficiently and effectively with ease, tasks prioritised and
sequenced, well organised and fast

BU16

People
PE4

Welcome and support colleagues and customers to ensure required
information, goods and services are given

First-line Supervision/Team Leading
FL3
FL4
FL5

Demonstrate positive and encouraging behaviours to maintain
professionalism
Demonstrate the ability to maintain personal and other team members’
safety
Demonstrate pride in the delivery of products and services
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Evidence
ref

Location/
page in
evidence

Barista pathway only
BA9
BA10
BA11

Prepare service areas, equipment and stock for service
Greet customers, provide accurate information to determine customer
requirements for drinks and take orders
Prepare and serve a range of hot and cold specialist drinks

BA14

Maintain the service area and stock during service
Provide a very positive welcome in line with the brand/organisational
standard
Speedy preparation and service, exceeding customer expectations

BA15

Area kept consistently clean and tidy

BA12
BA13

Alcoholic Beverage Service (Beer/Cask Ale) pathway only
AB15

Prepare service areas, equipment and stock for service

AB20

Greet customers, provide accurate information to determine customer
requirements for drinks and take orders
Prepare and serve a range of alcoholic and soft drinks, including keg/cask
beer
Maintain the service area and stock during service
Provide a very positive welcome in line with the brand/organisational
standard
Speedy preparation and service, exceeding customer expectations

AB21

Area kept consistently clean and tidy

AB16
AB17
AB18
AB19

Alcoholic Beverage Service (Cocktails/Mixology) pathway only
AC15
AC16

Prepare service areas, equipment and stock for service
Greet customers, provide accurate information to determine customer
requirements for drinks and take orders

AC17

Prepare and serve a range of alcoholic and soft drinks, including cocktails

AC18

AC20

Maintain the service area and stock during service
Provide a very positive welcome in line with the brand/organisational
standard
Speedy preparation and service, exceeding customer expectations

AC21

Area kept consistently clean and tidy

AC19
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Concierge and Guest Services pathway only
CG14

Provide accurate information to customers and effectively communicate
information about services/bookings/customer requirements

CG15

Book additional services for customers

CG16

Provide confirmation to the customer and update necessary records

CG17

Receive and store/move customer/organisational property

CG18
CG19
CG20

Offer customers different ways of accessing the information they require
and demonstrate where necessary e.g. self-service
Pro-actively offer to book services for customers within and external to
the organisation
Area kept consistently clean and tidy

Conference and Events Operations pathway only

CE21

Follow instructions for arranging furniture and equipment prior to the
conference/event
Ensure that equipment is ready for the customer to use
Check that environmental systems are working, and that the room is
clean, tidy and well stocked
Ensure that all agreed products, service and refreshments are delivered
on time to the agreed standard
Ensure all charges are accurately recorded and passed to the appropriate
person
Consistently check instructions
Identify any problems/queries with the instructions and refer to line
manager before actioning
Pro-actively communicate with colleagues to resolve any issues precustomer arrival
Check customer is happy with the room on their arrival

CE22

Proactively respond to customers’ requests during conference/event

CE13
CE14
CE15
CE16
CE17
CE18
CE19
CE20

Food and Beverage Service pathway only
FB15

Prepare service areas and equipment for food and beverage service

FB16

Prepare customer and dining areas for food and beverage service

FB17

Greet customers and take orders

FB18

Serve food and beverages

FB19

Maintain the dining area during service

FB20

Provide a very positive welcome in line with the brand/organisational
standard

FB21

Speedy service, exceeding customer expectations

FB22

Area kept consistently clean and tidy
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Food Production pathway only
FP12

Prepare ingredients, service areas, equipment for service

FP14

Provide accurate information to team members/customers and
effectively communicate about orders/customer requirements
Prepare and present a range of food items for service

FP15

Maintain the service area and stock during service

FP16

Speedy preparation and service, exceeding customer expectations

FP17

Area kept consistently clean and tidy

FP13

Housekeeping pathway only
HK14
HK15
HK16

Communicate with team leader to accurately establish work to be done
Prepare for housekeeping duties, including preparation of equipment,
linen and other items
Clean and service a range of areas

HK18

Accurately complete records and communicate successful completion of
tasks to relevant people
Speedy preparation and service, exceeding customer expectations

HK19

Areas kept consistently safe and secure during cleaning process

HK20

Make suggestions for improvements as part of record keeping

HK17

Reception pathway only
R11
R12
R13

R14
R15
R16

Provide accurate information to customers and effectively communicate
information about services/bookings/customer requirements
Promote and coordinate products and services within the business
Ensure a smooth check in for the customer, including retrieval of
customer booking details, offering alternatives for any services that are
not available as requested and completing the registration process
correctly
Ensure that the customer is happy with the service provided and politely
conclude the customer visit
Offer customers different ways of accessing information and
demonstrate where necessary

R18

Pro-actively offer to book services for customers within the business
Consistently accurate, efficient and speedy service of customers through
the check-in process
Consistently check customer needs have been met

R19

Pro-actively offer to give further assistance as required

R17
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Reservations pathway only
R13
R14
R15

Provide accurate information to customers and effectively communicate
information about services/bookings/customer requirements
Take a selection of reservations, checking details and ensuring
confirmation is taken according to organisational requirements
Book additional services for customers

R18

Provide confirmation to the customer and update necessary records
Consistently accurate, efficient and speedy service of customers through
the reservations process
Consistently check customer needs have been accurately recorded

R19

Pro-actively offer to give further assistance as required

R16
R17

Alcoholic Beverage Service (Wine Service) pathway only
AW17

Prepare service areas, equipment and stock for wine service

AW18

Greet customers, provide accurate information to determine customer
requirements for wine and take orders

AW19

Present and serve wine

AW20

AW22

Maintain the service area and stock during service
Provide a very positive welcome in line with the brand/organisational
standard
Speedy preparation and service, exceeding customer expectations

AW23

Area kept consistently clean and tidy

AW21
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Apprentice Declaration
I confirm that the evidence contained within this portfolio is all my own work and any
assistance given and/or sources used have been acknowledged. I also confirm that the
evidence provided is from the last 6 months of my programme.
Apprentice’s
signature:

Date:

Expert Witness Declaration
I have reviewed the evidence provided in full and I can confirm that this is a true
reflection of the apprentice’s abilities. I confirm that I am a competent person and
work at a level that is above the apprentice’s current level. I also confirm that the
evidence provided is from the last 6 months of their apprenticeship.
Expert witness’s job
role:
Expert witness’s
name:
Expert witness’s
signature:

Date:

Please ensure this Portfolio Matrix Sheet is submitted with your portfolio and that all
evidence submitted is saved in one of the following file formats:
.docx

.xlsx

.pptx

.pdf

.jpg

.png

.mp3

.mp4

.m4a
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